Optimizing signal and mass resolution for matrix-assisted laser desorption utilizing a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
Results are presented for various instrumental configurations employed for matrix-assisted laser desorption mass spectrometry. Mass resolution is determined for a linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer for various lengths of the field-free region. A wire ion guide is utilized and is shown to improve ion transport efficiencies for longer field-free regions. It is also determined experimentally that a modest mass resolution increase is often obtained in configurations employing the wire ion guide when compared to the mass resolution obtained with the same geometry without the wire ion guide. Optimal applied potentials are determined for the wire ion guide. No mass dependence on the optimal applied potential (-100 V) for the wire ion guide is observed for samples of equine myoglobin (MW 16,951.5 Da) and a bacterial protease (MW 27,228.4 Da). The optimal applied voltage was also found to be identical (-100 V) for the singly through quadruply charged molecular ion species of rabbit gamma globulin (MW approximately 150,000 Da). It is shown that a 2 m flight tube with a wire ion guide provides better signal-to-noise mass spectra than a 1 m flight tube without the wire ion guide and can more than double the mass resolution obtainable. Utilization of a 4 m flight tube gives minimal mass resolution enhancement at the expense of signal-to-noise.